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Scotland’s health is improving and good health and wellbeing 
is vitally important to all of us. We would all benefit from 
spending some extra time and energy looking after ourselves 
and our families on a daily basis. Learning about how to care 
for and make the most of our health and wellbeing as adults 
should help children and young people develop the knowledge, 
understanding and skills they need now and in the future to 
sustain healthier lifestyles for themselves.  

Think about eating more healthily!  
Eating a balanced diet of wholesome foods can help maintain 
a healthy body weight and best possible energy levels, improve 
immune systems, and prevent physical and mental illnesses.

Think about being more active!  
Taking part in any form of physical activity or sport improves 
health, builds confidence, develops new skills, brings individuals 
and communities together and, above all, is fun for people of  
all ages.

‘A healthy mind and body will help encourage 
positive mental health’
A healthy life balance helps us to feel that we have the ability to 
cope when times are tougher than usual. Everyone can feel low 
or weighed down by problems, but there are things that we can 
all do to change things for the better.

This booklet is aimed primarily at parents and carers and 
includes suggestions for improving physical and mental health 
and wellbeing. It provides helpful practical tips and information, 
highlights the benefits of engaging in physical activity, and 
includes easy recipes for healthy eating and information about 
local resources.

We hope you find it useful! 

happy 
families

healthy 
children, 



Healthy
eating

O
besity, poor diet and lack of physical 
activity have contributed to Scotland’s 
poor health, and sadly more and more 
children and young people are being 
affected by poor diet.   

Small changes to you and your family’s eating  
habits may have big impacts on your current and  
future health.  

These can include reducing the amount of salt, sugar 
and fat that the family eats and increasing the amount 
of fruit and vegetables in your diet. You might find that 
introducing some of the changes gradually is a good idea, 
helping you and members of your family get used to and 
enjoy a new way of eating. The following section contains 
important information, recipes, and hints and tips to help 
you on your journey.

Aim for a diet that’s high in fibre, fruit and 
vegetables and low in fat, salt and sugar
 “

Fruit&vegetables

What is a portion?
We need at least five portions from a variety of fruit and 
vegetables each day to stay healthy. This is because 
fruit and vegetables contain different combinations of 
fibre, vitamins, minerals and other nutrients.
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This guide gives examples of an adult’s portion to help 
you eat your 5 A Day. Children should also eat at least 
five portions of a variety of fruit and vegetables a day. 
As a rough guide, one portion is the amount they can fit 
into the palm of their hand.

Eat better and 
live longer



One glass of 
fruit juice

* Fruit and vegetables on their own or  
as part of a meal counts as a portion.
They don’t have to be fresh to count.

* Choose from fresh, frozen, tinned or 
dried fruit and vegetables (try to avoid 
fruit tinned in syrup and instead choose 
those in their own juice).

* You should get as much variety as 
possible. Remember that you can only 
count one portion of fruit juice and of 
beans and pulses each day towards 
your 5 a Day.

 

One heaped tablespoon 
of dried fruit such as 
raisons, sultanas or 
cranberries

A big slice of a very 
large fruit, eg melon 
or pineapple

                                                      
Handful of grapes or berries  
such as blueberries, strawberries 
or raspberries

                                                      
One medium fruit, eg apple, 
banana or orange

Three heaped 
tablespoons of beans 
or pulses, eg lentils, 
baked beans, kidney 
beans or haricot beans

Three heaped tablespoons of raw or cooked 
vegetables, eg peas, carrots, swede,  
sweetcorn or cabbage

One cereal bowl of 
salad leaves
                

Half of a large fruit such as a grapefruit, 
or two small fruits, eg plums or satsumas

           

Useful Website: www.nhs.uk/LiveWell/5ADAY

DID YOU KNOW:  
Potatoes don’t count towards your 
5 A Day; they count towards your 
carbohydrates or starchy foods instead.
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H e a Lt H Y  e at i N G

The BIg NUmBers: #1

 23% 
In 2009 of adults consumed the 

daily recommended amount 
of five or more portions of 
fruit and vegetables a day.SourcE: The Scottish Government



eatwell
T

he eatwell plate shows how much of 
what you eat should come from each 
food group. This includes everything 
you eat during the day, including 
snacks.

* Plenty of fruit and vegetables.

* Plenty of bread, rice, potatoes,  
pasta and other starchy foods.

* Choose wholegrain varieties whenever you can.

* Some milk and dairy foods.

* Some meat, fish, eggs, beans and  
other non-dairy sources of protein.

* Just a small amount of foods and  
drinks high in fat and/or sugar.

It’s all about balance

The eatwell plate
Use the eatwell plate below to help you get the balance right. It shows how 

much of what you eat should come from each food group.
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Healthy snack idea:  
POPCOrN!

You will need: 
Cotton wool
Clean eggshells
Felt tip pens or paints
Empty egg boxes
Mustard or cress seed

method:
1 Paint or draw a face onto the empty 

eggshell.

2 Place the shell in the egg box.

3 Fill it with damp cotton wool and 
sprinkle mustard or cress seeds on top.

4 Place the egg box in a sunny area; the 
seeds will grow within a few days to 
look like hair.

5 The cotton wool must be kept damp, 
but not over-wet, all the time.

TIP:  Why not add the cress ‘hair’ to eggs to 
make egg mayonnaise afterwards?

FOOd FuN 
eggHeads

easY JaCKet POtatOes
1 Baking potato per person 

Tasty filling Ideas:
Baked beans, tuna mayonnaise, chilli con 
carne, tuna and tomato, cheese, coleslaw, 
coronation chicken (made with yoghurt 
dressing), prawns, vegetable curry.

TIP: Use light mayonnaise or salad cream 
instead of full fat versions.

method:
1 Prick the jacket potato all over with  

a fork.

2 Place in a pre-heated oven Gas Mark 
6/400°F/200°Cfor approximately 1 
hour (larger potatoes will need longer)

 or

1 Place in a microwave for 
approximately 15 minutes  
(larger potatoes will need longer)

2 Check the potato is cooked 
with a sharp knife. The knife 
should go through the 
potato easily. 

TIP: If you like a crispy skin on 
your microwaved potato,  
pop it into the oven at  
Gas Mark 6/400°F/200°C  
or five minutes to crispen  
the skin.

TIP: For a healthy savoury version, why 

not try sprinkling a pinch of any of 

ground cumin, paprika or ground 

coriander onto the popcorn? A sprinkle 

of cinnamon also gives the popcorn a 

lovely warm flavour.

Ingredients:
1 Teaspoon of cooking oil
Dried corn (available in most supermarkets)

Equipment:
Heavy base pot with lid

method:
1 Put the teaspoon of oil in the base of 

the pan. Cover with a layer of popcorn.

2 Put lid on and place pan onto heat.

3 Remove from the heat after first corn 
has ‘popped’ and leave with the lid on 
for two minutes.

4 Place back on the heat until the 
number of pops reduce, and keep 
moving the pot around to reduce 
chance of popcorn burning.

5 Serve.
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recipe 
idea
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recipe 
idea

actiVitY 
idea



a little help 
* Provide small portions of food at meal times. If these are 

finished praise your child and offer them more.

* Make sandwiches healthier by adding a little salad. Banana 
sandwiches are often popular and are a nutritious choice.

* Offer raw vegetables to nibble on when children are hungry. 
Sugar snap peas and carrots are naturally sweet.

Help children eat 
more fruit and 
vegetables

Let kids help 
with the cooking 
so that they are 
more interested in 
what’s on offer.

“
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* Try mixing in other mashed root vegetables, such as parsnip, carrot 
or turnip, with normal mashed potato.

* Carrot can be grated and added to all kinds of meals, such as 
Shepherd’s Pie, pasta with tomato based sauce, and lasagna. Other 
vegetables such as onion, peppers, mushroom and courgette can be 
chopped up very small and added in this way, too.

* A cheese sauce may make the taste of vegetables more appealing. 
Broccoli, cauliflower and leeks all taste lovely with a cheese sauce.

* Vegetable soup is great for children. Try pureeing it with a hand-
blender so that there are no ‘bits’.

* Let kids help with the cooking so that they are more interested 
in what’s on offer. Making ‘faces’ on pizzas with chopped 
vegetables can be great fun.

* If you are offering new foods to a child, only offer small portions 
to taste and introduce it along with an old favourite to make 
them more comfortable.

* If you child doesn’t like a new food, instead of giving up or 
making a fuss just try again a few days later. It can take up to a 
dozen times before they will accept new foods.

* Children mimic adult behavior. If another family member will not 
eat new foods, you cannot expect your child to experiment.

Here are a few ways to sneak extra fruit and vegetables 
into your food so that your children get a little extra 
goodness without noticing!

Hidden gems

S ometimes it can be difficult to encourage 
children to eat fruit and vegetables so here 
are a few tips that might help:   
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Ingredients
Chicken breasts (or fish fillets for fish fingers)

Plain flour

Egg (beaten)

Fresh breadcrumbs (blitz a few slices of stale bread in a 
blender or grate using the large part of cheese grater)

Black pepper and dried herbs (optional)

method:
1 Cut uncooked chicken breasts into pieces (either strips 

for chicken fingers or chunks for chicken nuggets).

2 Dip the chicken into the flour (seasoned with pepper 
and herbs if you like), then dip them into beaten egg and 
finally breadcrumbs. This can be fun to do with the kids.

3 Bake in the oven for 15 to 20 minutes at 190c/Gas 5, 
turning halfway through. Alternatively, fry in a non-stick 
frying pan with a teaspoon of vegetable or olive oil for 
around five minutes, turning halfway.

Variations:
Substitute the chicken for cod, haddock, white fish fillet or salmon 
and make fish fingers/nuggets.

TIP:  Try adding crushed seeds (pumpkin, hemp, sesame, 
sunflower) to the breadcrumb mixture. This gives it a lovely 
nutty flavour and a bit of crunchiness, whilst adding the 
goodness of the nutrients from the seeds.

easY CHiCKeN or FisH Nuggets

H e a Lt H Y  e at i N G

recipe 
idea

In 2009, almost a third of children 
29.7% 
were outwith the Scottish Government’s 
healthy weight range

The BIg NUmBers: #2

SourcE: The Scottish Government

These small lifestyle changes can 
reap big rewards:

* Aim to sit down and eat as a family at least 
three times per week.

* Keep healthy snacks like low-fat yoghurt  
and fruit on hand for a little something 
between meals.

* Don’t stock up on fizzy drinks or chocolate 
bars – make them a weekly treat.

* Rethink portion sizes: children shouldn’t be 
eating as much as adults. Serve them less 
and let them decide if they want more

Making a 
difference
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saLt
Did you know? 75% of the salt we eat is already in the food 
we buy, such as breakfast cereals, soups, sauces and ready 
meals. You could be eating too much salt without realising it!  

Adults and children aged 11 and over should have no 
more than six grams (equal to one level teaspoon) of salt a 
day. Younger children should have even less.

Tips for reducing the amount of salt you eat:

* Add less salt at the table – taste your food first.

* Replace crisps with healthier snacks such as vegetable 
sticks or fruit.

* Try to use less salt when cooking (add herbs, spices, 
mustard or chilli to your food when cooking).

* Reduce the amount of ready meals you eat or choose low 
salt versions. Try cooking meals using basic ingredients.

E
ating foods that are high in salt, fat and 
sugar are bad for your health. Although they 
are all essential for our bodies and should be 
included in a balanced diet, they should be 
eaten in very small amounts. Because they 

are often hidden, you may not realise that a lot of the food 
you’re eating contains high levels of these ingredients.

reducing the amount of salt, fat and sugar you  
eat will help you to:

* lower your blood cholesterol levels

* keep your blood pressure down

* maintain or reach a healthy weight

* reduce the risk of developing diabetes.

Fat
Most people in the UK eat too much saturated fat: about 
20% more than the recommended maximum. Eating a 
diet high in saturated fat can cause the level of cholesterol 
in your blood to build up over time. Raised cholesterol 
increases your risk of heart disease.

Foods high in saturated fat include:

* fatty cuts of meat 

* meat products, including sausages and pies 

* butter, ghee and lard 

* cheese, especially hard cheese 

* cream, soured cream and ice cream 

* some savoury snacks and chocolate confectionery 

* biscuits, cakes and pastries.

Having unsaturated fat instead of saturated fat can help 
lower blood cholesterol. 

Unsaturated fat is found in:

* oily fish such as salmon, fresh tuna and mackerel 

* avocados 

* nuts and seeds 

* sunflower and olive oils.

Avoid ‘hidden’ foods that damage your health

DID YOU KNOW: 
Your taste buds quickly get used to less salt, 
even after a few weeks you will be less likely 
to enjoy salty food.



*
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Useful Websites:
www.eatwell.gov.uk

www.healthscotland.com

www.bhf.org.uk

www.bda.uk.com

www.nhs.uk/LiveWell/5adaY

www.takelifeon.co.uk

www.bbc.co.uk/food/healthyeating

www.childrenfirst.nhs.uk/teens/health/
healthy_eating

sUGar
Sugar occurs naturally in food such as fruit and milk but it 
is food containing added sugars that you need to cut down 
on; most adults and children consume too much sugar. 
 Foods with added sugars contain few nutrients except 
energy and tend to be high in calories. Sugary foods 
and drinks can cause tooth decay, especially if taken in 
between meals. 

Tips for reducing sugar:

* Reduce sugar in tea and coffee gradually, aiming to have 
none at all eventually.

* Avoid cereals coated with sugar or honey. Instead add 
fresh or dried fruit to wholegrain breakfast cereals to help 
it taste sweet.

* Increase the amount of water and milk the family drinks. 
If you are going to drink soft drinks then try sugar free 
varieties instead.

* Choose tins of fruit in natural juice rather than in syrup.

Check how much
fat, sugar and salt
is in your food

What is
HIGH

per 100g

What is
MEDIUM

per 100g

What is
LOW

per 100g

Remember that the 
amount you eat of a 
particular food affects 
how much sugars, fat, 
saturates and salt you 
will get from it.

Sugars  Fat Saturates Salt

Between
5g
and

15g

Between
3g
and

20g

Between
1.5g

and
5g

Between
0.3g

and
1.5g

Over

15g
Over

20g
Over

5g
Over

1.5g

5g
and

below

3g
and

below

1.5g
and

below

0.3g
and

below

FOOD SHOPPING CARD

Using labels: 
To help you choose foods that are lower in salt, 
fat and sugar, it is useful to look at the food 
label. This is where you can find the ingredients 
list and nutritional information. The ingredients 
in food are listed in descending order on the 
label, ie with the main ingredient first. Therefore 
if butter is at the top of the list then the food is 
probably a high fat food.

DID YOU KNOW: 
Non-diet varieties of soft drinks can contain 
up to 13 teaspoons of sugar per serving.



active lives Easy ways to 
improve your 
quality of life

Physical Activity 
includes: exercise, 
sport, play, dance 
and ‘active living’ 
such as gardening 
and housework.
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B
eing active can be a fun and easy way 
to protect your health and improve 
your confidence and quality of life. It 
can be free, cost a very small amount 
of money or even save you money! You 
can do it at home, at work, with friends 

and family or on your own. So, what’s keeping you?

WHY WaLk?
* Almost anyone can do it! You can develop into a serious 

walker by stepping up your pace and distance and 
walking more often.

* You can do it almost anywhere! The variety of settings 
available is one of the things that make walking such a 
practical and pleasurable activity.

* You can do it almost any time! Weather doesn’t pose the 
same problems that it does in other sports. Walking isn’t 
a seasonal activity.

* It doesn’t cost anything! The only equipment you need is 
a sturdy, comfortable pair of shoes.

* You’ll feel better! Even beginner walkers report that they 
feel better, sleep better and that their mental outlook 
improves.

DID YOU KNOW:  
Brisk walking burns approximately the same 
amount of calories per mile as does running!

physical activity:  
How much is healthy?

* Adults - at least 30 minutes of moderate activity 
on at least five days a week. For older adults (over 
the age of 55), including those who are frail, three 
sessions a week of strength and balance exercises 
are also recommended.

* Children - at least one hour of moderate activity 
(not necessarily all at one go!) on at least five days 
a week. At least twice a week this should include 
activities to improve bone health, muscle strength 
and flexibility.

* ‘Moderate’ activity (for example, brisk walking) - 
increases the body’s metabolism to 3-6 times the 
resting level and uses about 5-7 calories every 
minute!

* ‘Vigorous’ activity - research tells us this activity 
has greater health benefits. However, promoting 
moderate activities is appropriate and effective for 
those who are currently inactive.
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What’s in it for me? 
As well as being fun, regular physical activity:

* Gives you the feel good factor! 

* Increases your energy & concentration levels. 

* Gives your self-confidence a boost.

* Increases your life span.

* Reduces the risk  of obesity and helps with weight 
management if combined with a healthy diet.

* Reduces the symptoms of depression, stress   
and anxiety.

* Improves sleep.

WHY cYcLe?
it’s healthy: 
Reports galore from the health profession list the amazing health 
benefits of regular cycling:

* It can reduce the risk of over 20 chronic health conditions, 
including high blood pressure, diabetes, asthma and 
bronchitis, mental health conditions such as depression 
and anxiety disorders, and cardiovascular disease.

* It can reduce the risk of the two leading preventable causes 
of premature death - heart disease and cancer.

* It helps control weight.

* It helps build and maintain healthy muscles and joints.

* It has a positive effect on emotional levels of wellbeing, 
self-confidence and tolerance to stress, reducing tiredness 
and difficulties with sleep.

it’s easy to fit into your life:

* Choose to cycle rather than drive! Hop on a bike as part of 
your daily routine to get your daily dose of recommended 
physical activity. 

it’s suitable for all people of all ages, 
weights, abilities and fitness levels: 

* You can cycle at the pace and for a distance that suits you.

* Cycling is low-impact and easier on the joints than some 
other activities. 

The BIg NUmBers: #3

SourcE: The Scottish Government

61% 
Currently,  

of adults in scotland are not 
doing enough physical activity 
to improve their health.

DID YOU KNOW:  
Cycling can lower the cholesterol of your body 
because you are also burning the fats.



Play is learning 
for life, but most 
of all Play is fun!
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playtime
WHY pLaY?
Play can be an effective and enjoyable way for children to 

develop skills: 

* Language skills when they play name games, sing songs 
and recite rhymes while skipping.

* Thinking skills when they construct something from 
blocks, follow directions to a game and complete a puzzle. 

* Small-muscle skills when they string beads, make things 
from clay and cut patterns with scissors.

* Large-muscle skills when they play ball games, roller-
skate and run around in the park. 

* Creative skills when they make up their own stories, act 
out a puppet show and dress up.

* Social skills when they team up to play football or other 
ball games, discuss card game rules and decide on roles 
during a game.

* Play can be challenging and make children’s hearts beat 
faster, which is healthy! It can be lively or relaxed, noisy 
or quiet, solitary or with a few or lots of friends. Play can 
happen with or without equipment, inside or outside. It can 
be funny or serious.

* Children need freedom to play to practice skills, explore 
their world and develop understanding in their own way 
and own time. Real play comes from children’s need to 
express themselves, to explore, and to learn about and 
make sense of their world.

* Play is learning for life, but most of all it is fun!

BASIC TOOLKIT FOR  
raiNY daY pLaY 

* Beanbag or alternative.

* Household objects such as tins of  
beans, shoes, cushions, etc as props.

* Hula-hoop.

* Skipping rope.

* Football

* String

heLPFUL hINT:  Make a beanbag from an old sock. 
Fill the sock with rice, lentils or dried beans. Tie or 
sew off the end. Cut of the excess and you have a 
beanbag!

E
ncouraging your children to be active 
can prevent major illnesses like heart 
disease, type 2 diabetes and cancer 
later in life. It can also help them to 
be happier and more confident, and 
can help them control their weight and 

even sleep better at night. Just 60 minutes is all it takes, 
and anything counts, from carrying home the shopping to 
dancing around the front room. What’s more you  
can break the activities down  
into easy, manageable  
chunks.



a c t i V e  L i V e s
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treasure hunt  
(ages 4 and up) 

Children love this game. You can simplify it for younger children 
by hiding an object somewhere in the house or even in a 
specific room, or in the garden, and having the child find it. Let 
each child take turns hiding the object. 

On slips of paper, write simple clues such as “go where books 
are kept”. Then, let the children find the next clue there (on a 
bookshelf), and so on until they reach the “treasure” which can 
be anything, for example a comic, pencils, a board game to 
play, or even a story you will read to them. 

simon says 
Mum or helper says “Simon says…” followed by an 
activity such as hop on one foot, clap your hands, 
run around in circles, stand still, jump up and down, laugh out 
loudly, etc - the list can be endless. You can play this game so 
many different ways, eg eliminate anyone who is slow to react, so 
you end up with just one winner. You can stay on one theme, eg 
making the sounds of animals, doing the actions of animals like 
elephants, monkeys or birds. Or you can keep everyone “in” and 
not eliminate anyone to keep everyone happy. 

Hide the beanbag 
This traditional game can be played using a beanbag or any 
household object. Have one child leave the room. The other 
children can decide where to hide the beanbag. Now, the child 
returns to the play area and proceeds to find the beanbag. The 
game is played with clues of “hot” or “cold” that the other children 
give. Hot means the child is near the object, whereas cold means 
she is not. When the beanbag is found, another child is asked to 
leave the room and start the game again.

dvd 
Parent calls out instructions and child does the actions:

PLAY - jogging on spot with high knees

PAUSE – freeze

REWIND – walk backwards (be careful to look over your shoulder)

SkIP – skip around

VOLUME UP – stretch up and jump

VOLUME DOWN – down on the ground in a ball

FAST FORWARD – run around fast

Hula hooping 
Get a hula hoop and have 
competitions to see who can 
spin it for the longest. You can 
then develop it by spinning it on 
your arms or legs.

GaMes 
ideas

Just play.  
Have fun.  
Enjoy the game.
Michael Jordan  
American basketball player

“

The BIg NUmBers: #4

SourcE: TBc

15% 
Only about            

of children walk or bike to 
school today compared with 
50% of children in 1969

INDoor  
AcTIVITY

ouTDoor  
AcTIVITY
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When the going gets tough...

* Change isn’t always easy – find something you like to do.

* Reclaim your childhood!  Play isn’t just for kids.

* Share your activity with friends and family.

* If you rarely exercise, start slow and build up to your 30 
minutes.

* Once you’ve done this, increase the amount of times you 
do it in a week.

* Start to record how you feel as you do get fitter. Keep this 
around for the times when it’s hard to get motivated.

Ways to stay 
motivated

balance games  

Identify something to balance, such as a beanbag, soft toy 
or small book. 

Set out mini balance challenges, such as walking in a 
straight line or in circles, jumping up and down, completing 
an assault course (over couch, under table, etc) with the 
item balancing on your head. Then you can develop it to 
doing these things with balancing them on other body 
parts, such as back, arm, leg, foot, shoulder, back of hand, 
chin, etc.

skipping games 
Skipping is one of the best workouts. It is one of the most effective 
fat-burning aerobic exercises and is thought to protect against 
osteoporosis. There are many different skipping games that 
children can play. Here’s one idea: 

i like coffee, i like tea 
This game is played with two people with a short skipping rope.

HOW TO PLAY 

Start skipping on your own. As you skip, say the following rhyme, 
including your friend’s name:

‘I like coffee, I like tea, I like Julie in with me!’

Now your friend jumps in and skips with you, and you say:

‘I don’t like coffee, I don’t like tea. I don’t like Julie in with me!’

Your friend must now jump out of your skipping rope as you skip.

Keep going for as long as you can without stopping skipping.  
Then hand the skipping rope to your friend and see how long they 
can keep going.



Useful Websites:

www.cyclingscotland.org

www.bhfactive.org.uk

www.jogscotland.org.uk

www.livingstreets.org.uk

www.playscotland.org

www.sportscotland.org.uk

www.pathsforall.org.uk

www.takelifeon.co.uk
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Get out  
with the kids

safe activities  
for kids to play outside

* Chalk up a hopscotch grid on the pavement.

* Set up games of skittles using old plastic 
bottles.

* See how many trees they can touch in a minute 
in the park.

* Organise hula hoop challenges.

* Watch them rollerblade round the block.

* Encourage them to jump over any cracks in  
the pavement.

* Take a ball, Frisbee or even the dog to the park.

* Organise wheelbarrow and leapfrog races if 
there’s a group of kids.

* Suggest they play tag on bikes in the park for 
added excitement.

* Make use of swings, slides and climbing 
frames if your park has them.

* Make a kite and fly it together.

Parents play a vital role in shaping what their children think 
about physical activity. They probably already do lots of things 
that already count, which makes it easy to encourage them to 
do more. Chasing them around the garden or park, or having a 
kick about is good for you and fun for them. Swimming is also 
a fun way to get you and the kids fit. The easiest way to be 
active every day is to make it part of your daily routine – a bit 
like brushing your teeth, but more fun. 



Taking time to 
play is one of 
the best things 
you can do as a 
parent or carer.

“A
ccording to Action for children, 
an emotionally well child is self 
aware, able to manage their 
feelings and consider the feelings 
of others, and has good social 
skills. research shows that 

emotional wellbeing can be positively developed 
through caring relationships, healthy role models, and 
taking part in community and school activities that 
encourage a sense of meaning and belonging.

What are some of the simple steps we can take to 
build up our emotional health and wellbeing?

the importance  
of relationships
Taking time to play is one of the best things you can do 
as a parent or carer. Play helps babies and children grow 
and learn. The time spent just having fun together not only 
helps build closer relationships, but also:

* improves children’s sense of security,  self esteem and 
confidence

* encourages children to learn more about their environment 

* keeps children fit and active

* provides a variety of learning opportunities

* improves communication skills 

* develops social skills.

Social interaction, especially talking to someone else about 
your problems, can also help reduce stress.

eating and
feeling better 
The right food may improve mental health so look at 
cutting down on food ‘stressors’ and increasing the 
amount of food ‘supporters’ you eat on a daily basis. 

Food stressors

* Sugar 

* Caffeine

* Alcohol

* Chocolate

* Additives

* Saturated fats
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DID YOU KNOW?
Eating regularly and not skipping 
breakfast boosts your mental health!

Food supporters

* Water

* Fruit and vegetables

* Oil rich fish

* Nuts and seeds

* Wholegrain foods

* Fibre and protein
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Wellbeing  
and exercise
Exercise is good for the mind as well as the body, and 
when you exercise you get a range of positive mental 
benefits.

Exercise releases a variety of chemicals including 
serotonin, dopamine and nor-ephedrine into the brain, 
all of which generate positive moods. They make us feel 
better about ourselves and enhance our sense of control 
over our own lives and bodies. Regular physical activity is 
effective in combating depression.
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think positive 
thoughts! 
There will be days when it seems like nothing is going well. 
At times like that, try thinking about all the things that are 
good in your life and writing them in a list. Or, at the end of 
a stressful evening remember three good things about your 
day and share them with someone.

They could be:

* that great cup of coffee you had this morning

* the bird singing outside your window

* the big smile from the person who walked past  

 you on the street.

Whatever you can find, just focus on those three things 

and you’ll notice your mood change in a positive way.

emotional    
Wellbeing

DID YOU KNOW?
People who exercise regularly are less anxious and report 
less emotional distress than those who are inactive. 
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E
verybody responds differently to the 
stresses and strains of modern life and 
it is quite common to describe ourselves 
as ‘depressed’, ‘stressed’ or ‘anxious’ 
at different times in our lives. However, 
for some people, these feelings can 

become serious enough to make it difficult to carry on with 
everyday life and can affect our mental health to the extent 
that we can experience mental ill health.

Under 
the cloud

What causes mental ill health?
There is no simple answer to this question and there are lots 
of reasons why someone might suffer from mental ill health. 
Physical, social, environmental or psychological factors can 
all affect the way you feel about yourself, the quality of your 
relationships, and your ability to manage your feelings and 
deal with difficult situations.

Feeling isolated 
can increase 
the amount of 
pressure and 
stress people 
experience, which 
can in turn lead 
to depression and 
anxiety.

“

Physical causes
Some mental ill health is biological in nature. It can be 
genetic which means some people are more pre-disposed or 
vulnerable to mental ill health than others

Social and environmental causes

* Where we live can be very stressful, particularly when 
there are problems with neighbours, or if there are high 
crime rates or social deprivation. 

* Our place of work – or being out of work - can put 
enormous pressure and stress on mental wellbeing 
whether you really enjoy your work, feel you are under too 
much pressure or are unable to find employment or hold 
down a job

* Lack of support networks – when we face difficult 
times our support networks are very important. Not 
having close friends or families nearby might make 
it increasingly difficult to cope. Feeling isolated can 
increase the amount of pressure and stress people 
experience which can in turn lead to depression and 
anxiety.

Psychological factors
Our psychological state can influence and have an impact 
on our mental and emotional state, for example how well we 
cope (or have coped in the past) with trauma like bereavement 
or divorce. If we fairly regularly have gloomy or pessimistic 
thoughts, these are likely – over time – to have a negative 
impact on our mental health.

The bigger picture
For many people with mental health difficulties, it is not one 
single cause that has led to problems developing. It is more 
often the case that a series of events has occurred, which, 
without help or support at the right time, eventually trigger 
mental ill health.
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The numbers and websites below might also be useful. The section at the back contains the 
number of the local community health project who can signpost you to other local services.

Useful telephone numbers:
Lone parent Helpline: 0808 801 0323
Young Minds parents Helpline: 0808 802 5544
samaritans (24hr): 08457 90 90 90
Breathing space: 0800 83 85 87
childline (24hrs): 0800 11 11
parentline scotland: 0808 800 2222
drinkline: 0800 7 314 314
the edinburgh crisis centre:  0808 801 0414

Useful Websites:
www.samh.org.uk

www.youngminds.org.uk

www.seemescotland.org.uk

www.edspace.org.uk

www.childline.org.uk

www.penumbra.org.uk

www.stepsforstress.org

depressioN
Some of the signs and symptoms of 
depression might include:

* feeling tired and lack of energy

* loss of enjoyment and interest in 
activities

* withdrawing from social situations

* difficulty in concentrating

* eating too much or not enough

* sleeping too much or not enough

* feelings of hopelessness

* loss of interest in personal appearance. 

If you think you may be suffering from 
depression, it’s important to seek support 
from family and friends wherever possible 
and to take advice from your local GP.

DID YOU KNOW:  
1 in 4 people experience common mental health 
problems –levels of stress, anxiety or depression 
which impact negatively on our daily lives. 
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tips for increasing 
self confidence
Feeling good about yourself

* Think about all the things you’re good at: 
we all have strengths, talents and skills. 
Reminding yourself of these can raise  
your confidence.

* Set  yourself realistic achievable targets. 
Knowing that you can put your mind to do 
something and finishing what you start will 
improve your self confidence.

* Confidence comes from within. You can 
choose to feel confident. In a situation where 
you are nervous - act confident. Other people 
won’t know the difference!

* Set aside time each day to mentally list 
everything you have to be grateful for.  
Recall your past successes, unique skills  
and loving relationships.

* Help somebody or teach them something.  
When you help other people feel better about 
themselves and like themselves more, it will 
make you feel good about yourself.



happy 
families

healthy 
children, 
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You can get this document on tape, in Braille, 
large print and various computer formats if you 
ask us. Please contact the Interpretation and 
Translation Service (ITS) on 0131 242 8181 and 
quote reference number 11-1131. ITS can also give 
information on community language translations.

You can get more copies of this document by calling 0131 551 1671.


